
all-inclusive

ALASKA
LUXURIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS ON THE CALM WATERS OF THE INSIDE PASSAGE



unbeatable  location

luxury accommodations

gourmet fine dining

world-class fishing

Experience Alaska Your Way

If you have been to Southeast Alaska – if you have been eye-to-eye with a 
curious whale, enjoyed a conversation beneath the northern lights, or reeled in 
the catch of a lifetime while bears feed on shore –  you understand why people 
have been willing to tolerate rough water, old boats, mediocre food, and 
uncomfortable beds just to be here.

This corner of the world is magical.

At Pybus Point Lodge, you can experience it all in spacious boats, on calm water, 
from beautiful rooms, and with gourmet meals and friendly sta! looking for 
every opportunity to make your trip
absolutely unforgettable. 

Pybus Point Lodge is Alaska, your way. 



family friendly

ALASKA
Pybus Point Lodge is the ultimate family vacation 
experience! Fishing, glaciers, hidden waterfalls, lakes, 
wildlife – our guides can help customize your perfect 
Alaskan experience. Your all-inclusive stay means 
that your trip will be stress and worry free, as you will 
be able to enjoy all our lodge has to o!er!



reviews 2021

There are reasons over 65% of

our guests come back and see us.

There are reasons over 65% of

our guests come back and see us.

Kahi D.v

This was my second trip to Pybus Point 
Lodge and I can’t believe it but they 
actually improved on perfection. My 
"rst trip was perfect and this one was 
even better. How is that possible!? 
Pybus is a "rst class experience that 
caters the trip to the wants of the 
group. It was breathtakingly beautiful 
and amazingly fun. Captain Gene was a 
blast. Hope to visit again soon. Worth 
every penny!

Improvement on Perfection

Kahi D.

We kept asking ourselves what our 
favorite thing was about Pybus and 
Alaska... and could only come up with 
whatever we were doing at the time! It 
was absolutely amazing, in every way 
possible. I gotta say though that the 
Pybus sta! is what made all the 
di!erence from other places we have 
stayed. They are incredible and give 
incredible attention to every detail. 
Thanks!!!

Absolutely Amazing in Every Way!!!v

Garrett J.

Pybus Point Lodge exceeded every 
expectation we had. Our captain (Matt) 
never stopped working to make sure we 
were on the "sh. Scott and Jody’s 
hospitality resonated through every 
member of the sta!. The accommoda-
tions were excellent and the food was 
even better. The best compliment I can 
pay the lodge, we have already booked 
our next trip to Pybus Point!

Exceeded every expectation.

Dave N.

Pybus Point & Alaska are in my top 
vacation destinations! Float planes, 
"shing, hot springs, whale watching, 
glaciers, & kayaking. The sta! at Pybus 
made me feel right at home and felt just 
like family. Everyday we had the most 
amazing adventures. Pictures and 
words can’t really do it justice. I will 
never forget this place and hope to visit 
again. Thank you for such a beautiful 
and life changing experience.

Heaven on Earth

Teryl Smith

The most amazing service, food, 
hospitality and experience you could 
ever ask for. I said it was a “bucket list” 
trip before I went. Now I can say, 
without reservation, it was the best trip 
I’ve ever been on. 5 stars are not 
enough. Highest possible recommenda-
tion!

Unparalleled in Every Way

Cli! S.

Once again, we had a amazing trip. We 
brought our daughter and grandson 
this year and they had the time of their 
lives. Captain Je! was awesome and the 
sta! is always the best. Made some 
great new friends from Arkansas and 
will never forget Nate and Shelby.
If you have never visited and want an 
everlasting Alaska experience, Pybus is 
the place you need to come to. Thank 
you again to Scott and Jody as well as 
all the sta!.

Amazing trip 3 years in a row

Absolutely Amazing in Every Way!

Dennis H.



All-Inclusive Comfort
Our cabins were designed from the ground up to be the finest lodge accommodations in Alaska. Amazing boardwalks, beautiful cabins, 
private bathrooms, thermostat-controlled fireplaces and beds so comfortable our guests ask where we buy them. It’s the perfect place to 
recharge for another day of Alaskan adventures. Common areas feature shaded decks, two hot tubs, pool tables, large TV’s with an 
impressive movie library, and comfy sofas – all with stunning views – that will make you feel right at home.

With accommodations so inviting, we knew we needed 
to create a dining experience as unforgettable as the rest 
of our o!ering, so we renovated the kitchen and found an 
executive chef who spent his career creating amazing 
meals in some of the finest resorts in the world. 

Chef Dorian has created menu options that are beautiful 
and delicious without feeling pretentious or unfamiliar. 
From world-class steaks, porkchops, chicken and burgers 
to your own “catch-of-the-day”, our chef team won’t let 
you go hungry at Pybus Point Lodge. 

Your trip also includes unlimited soda, energy drinks, 
co!ee, bottled water and a bottomless snack bar. If you 
would like a beer with your lunch or a glass of wine or 
drink with dinner, our gift shop o!ers a nice selection of 
adult beverages from local beers and great wines, to 
popular liquors, at prices you would find in town.

True Gourmet Dining



All Inclusive Value
We include more than this! See pybus.com/inclusions

Executive chef cooking
gourmet meals to order

Fish fileted, flash-frozen 
and delivered to Juneau

Explore on your own

Kayaks and paddleboards 
to explore Pybus Bay

Chartered sea plane
from Juneau

Whale watching and 
wildlife tours 

Coast Guard certified 
saltwater guide every day

Beautiful, modern
accommodations

Sightseeing to beautiful 
hidden landmarks

Pro-quality rods,
reels and weather gear

Calm, Protected Waters
Pybus Point Lodge is on the southeast edge of Admiralty Island National Monument, 
where humpback whales and orca spend summers in the deep, calm waters of 
Frederick Sound in the heart of Alaska’s famous Inside Passage.

Within minutes of leaving the dock, you’ll be fishing for halibut, salmon, and rockfish. 
Our fleet of custom-built boats makes it easy to enjoy every minute on the water.

After a full day with your guide, Pybus Bay is the ideal place to take a ski! and net 
another halibut, watch bears on the shore, go for a hike (with a guide), or fish in the 
nearby freshwater rivers.

Dennis H.



Natural Hot Springs
Relax next to a beautiful, cascading 
river at Baranof Warm Springs.

Customize Your Itinerary
Fishing, glaciers, hidden waterfalls, lakes, wildlife – our guides will make it happen for you  

Self-Guided Adventures
Explore on your own in a kayak 

Explore a stunning "ord, weaving  
through icebergs to Sawyer Glacier.

Whale Watching
Pods of humpback whales patrol 
the calm waters of Frederick Sound.

Tide Pooling
Discover Alaska’s underwater wildlife
on a guided trip to nearby tide pools.

Crabbing With Your Captain
Harvest and enjoy the freshest 

Red Bluff Falls

Admire a magnificient, 600 foot 
waterfall right on the Alaskan coast.

Tracy Arm Fjord



KING SALMON

COHO SALMON

HALIBUT

PINK SALMON

KETA SALMON

ROCKFISH

LING COD

PACIFIC COD

MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

WORLD-CLASS

FISHING



Unforgettable people creating unforgettable experiences

Award-Winning Culture

Planning Your Trip
Meet us in Juneau. We’ll take it from there! 

Tucked beneath massive glaciers in a beautiful "ord, Juneau is a great 
place to enjoy an afternoon before your Pybus Point Lodge vacation 
begins. 

Your adventure will begin early the next morning with a 45-minute flight 
over Admiralty Island National Monument in a chartered sea plane. You’ll 
be on the boat with your guide in time for a full first day on the beautiful 
waters of Southeast Alaska. 

From our first conversation to our final goodbye on the dock, our experi-
enced sta! will help customize your trip to get the most from the wildlife, 
weather, and season, giving you the information you need to feel pre-
pared to experience Alaska your way.

Call for dates and availability: 800-947-9287.

From the time we meet you in Juneau you’ll see a lot 
more whales than people – so it’s a good thing they are 
some of the best people you’ll ever meet. 

Even more often than we hear guests raving about the 
beauty of our bay, we hear compliments about our 30 
crewmembers who work tirelessly to create the perfect 
Alaskan experience for your group. 

At Pybus Point, we are passionate, inquisitive, and deter-
mined to be better tomorrow than we are today. We can’t 
wait to share Alaska with you.

Come to Disconnect,
Leave Connected.


